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Abstract:

Within the last decades pillars of modernity, like the nature-culture dichotomy,
became the target of broad academic debates. This lecture will introduce into an
„a-modern" or „relational" stance. Such a move provides a basis to understand
nature und culture not as antipodes but as differentiation within a larger unity.
Geography has suffered from this modern schism like no other discipline. A
relational approach promises bridges across the gap and new possibilities to
conceive the unity of the discipline. This will require, however, a reworking and a
reformulation of geographical key concepts. Central features of an a-modern
ecological regime and consequences for sustainable development are practical
examples that will conclude this exposition.
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dear colleagues,

I decided to begin my second lecture with a little investigation which is devoted to
a classical geographical question:

 

1. Where are we at home?

 



Fysische Geografie

Sociale Geografie

Fig. 1: Two worlds for physical and social geography.

Please take your time to have a look at this wonderful image. Now I would like
to ask you a few questions. And I invite you to answer these questions just by
lifting your hands. O.K.?

1) Who has seen similar images before?

2) Who thinks, that she or he knows what these two circles signify?

3) Who knows where I found this picture?

For all who did not know the answer, it is the "social geography" homepage
here in Nijmegen, were I took the picture from. O.K., and now my last two
question:

4) Who thinks that this image is adequate? Who accepts these two circles?

And now I have to test the opposite:

5) Who is not happy at all with this image?
Who thinks, that it is profoundly inappropriate or misconceived?

Those who accept it are very lucky! Because this is also your home page. This
is where you feel at home. Obviously you feel comfortable in modernity.



Fig. 1: Modernity as an egg.

If you take modernity for an egg, then the modernists are the white of the egg.
It's necessary, but tasteless. Consequently, the postmodernists are the yellow
of the egg. Although, they belong to modernity, they differ considerably from
the modernists. They are the nutritious and tasty part of modernity. Within the
egg, there is either white or yellow, but nothing else. This is what modernists
and postmodernists have in common. The a-modernist reject this view. Rather,
they perceive themselve as the chicks which have broken the shell of
modernity.

Fig. 2: A modernity or the view of the chick.

Althought they know, that they are constituted by that white and yellow stuff,
they are unable to devide themselves into white and yellow. They are hybrids.
However, from within the egg it is impossible to conceive chicks, but maybe
scrambled eggs. For the modernists, the a-modernists are bastards. Will they
ever learn to fly?

Every modern academic understands the image of the two worlds. But there
are so nasty fellows like me, who ask: "How is it possible that two completely
separated worlds interfere?", "Where should we locate the interactions of these
two worlds?" "Are they in the white space between the worlds? Or in the
paper? Or in the screen of our computer?" In any case, they belong to some
sphere that has been excluded from the division of the physical and the social
world.

Modernity is based on a series of dichotomies, such as culture and nature,
meaning and matter, body and soul, society and environment, civilization and
wilderness, subject and object, reason and emotion, and many many others.
An a-modern perspective does not deny these differences. But it always asks:
How come? What constitutes the possibility of this distinction? Or with other
words: What is the excluded third of a difference?

Some possible answers are: It is the pragmatics of language. Or: it is
interobjectivity. Or: It is the reproduction cycle of the egg. Off course the a-
modernists are aware, that when they speak of the reproduction cycle of the



egg, another a-modernist might ask: When is a bird and egg, and when is an
egg a bird? How can you make that distinction? We will never come to an end
with such questions. But does it matter? We do not have to deal with all
possibilities that we see. But it is nevertheless important, to try to see them.

Fig. 3: When is an egg a bird?

This painting of Max Ernst is called "The inner side of the view: The egg." This
was 70 years ago. I copied it from Gunnar Olsson's "Birds in eggs. Eggs in
Birds", which appeared 20 years ago. By this we see how modernity was
irritated by such questions, and how slowly the chicks have been growing.

 

2. "Our culture detests the world"



Fig. 4: Duel with cudgels.

What is going on in this paintig from Goya? First our attention is captured by
the two fighters. But then, our eyes will scan their environment. It is strange.
They stand in the water. Is there quicksand, that might catch both fighters? Or
are there slippery rocks, that might decide the fight too early? In any case,
there is a third force involved.

Michel Serres complains, that the our culture resembles those fighters who pay
no attention to the soft and slippery ground below their feet. For Serres our
interactions are a kind of war. The enemies steadily apply heavier weapons
until they reach the point when the side-effects of their fights will surpas the
direct effects. Then, suddenly, the rivals will be in the same camp, now fighting
against a third opponent. The interaction between the antipodes, the war, is
regulated by a social contract. However, the effects on the world are nothing
but pure violence. The idea of the social contract serves Michel Serres as a
model for different spheres of modern society, like law, science or even
communication in generall. Let's look closer to the economy:



Fig. 5: The constitution of the economy.

Here the social contract takes the form of an economic order which regulates
the exchange of equal values in different currencies. The actors suspended
violence in favour of property rights, markets, credits and contracts. This
regulative frame constitutes collective bodies, such as markets or national
economies, who interact with nature in a violent way.

Serres has not only ecological impacts in mind, but also the violent character of
many technologies as such, and the sheer dimension of the modern
economies. He says that the human civilization on this earth has become a
physical variable. The megalopolis acts like a sea or a desert, which influence
the life and the climate on the whole planet. If we do not want to sink in the
quicksand of our industrial activities, we have to rearrange our relation to the
world. We have to reconceive our existence, and we have to abandon the path
of violence. This means that we have to sign a contract with nature.

Of course, it is impossible to negociate with nature. However, a contract
establishes a kind reciprocal relationship. Nature gives us everything, our
whole existence. But what could we give back to her? Serres says, we have to
give her back what we are, that means our own nature as rational creatures.
We have to formulate a reasonable relation according to our scientific
knowledge. We owe nature a moderate life.



Fig. 6: The social and the natural contract.

The essence of this argumentation is, that the strict separation between a
sphere of human interaction and a sphere of nature is replaced by a
constitution of the whole co-existence. This is a typical a-modern position.

 

3. Hybrids



Fig. 7: Modernity according to Bruno Latour.

Modernity draws a categorial dinstiction of nature and culture which is
represented by the vertical line. The content of these two spheres is 100%
pure, and there is nothing inbetween nor is there any third possibility.

A second distinction, represented by the horizontal line, separates modernity
from all pre-modern cultures. They are the loosers of history, because they
were not yet able to distinguish clearly between nature and culture. It was their
fate to live in a dangerous and dark world of animism and sorcery. Instead of
rationally developping technologies, their wild thinking produced only
handicrafts or "bricollage" as Claude Levy-Strauss put it.

While the vertical line divides between white and yellow, the horizontal line
distinguishes between the perspectives of the eggs and the chicks, so to say.
Below the horizontal line we have the hybrids, which the moderns stubbornly
deny.

Now, Latour's key-argument is, that these two distinctions are not natural or
transcendental, as the modernists would have it. Rather they are produced by
activities of separation. But such purifications are only possible by arranging
hybrid komplexes. Scientific laboratories and seminar rooms are so to say the
hybrid assembly lines which provide the possibility to distill pure nature and
pure culture from the world.

This distinction of natural laws and of cultural practices is the precondition of all
recombinatory activities that the moderns developed so successfully. This
ability to produce masses of new hybrids is the secret of their incredible
technological progress.



On the other side, and this is Latours critical point, the moderns made
themselves blind for all hybrid beings. They did not care for the combinatory
practices which made their distinctions and purifications possible. They ignored
the endless networks of relations. And because of this, the moderns were also
rather blind for the unintended consequences of their technologies. The
debates about environmental changes and genetic ingeneering illustrate the
difficulties to deal with the own hybrid products.

Although the modernists claim to have abolished any essentialism, their use of
technologies, their treatment of physical and biological resources, their
understanding of politics, their division of labour within science, this is all based
on essentialist notions of nature and culture. These and other distinctions are
treated as transcendental categories. They are not regarded as quite usefull
products of our mind, but as given and unchangeable distinctions. On the other
side, Michel Serres, Bruno Latour and others present us a world without
transcendental categories. There is just one world in which everything is in
many ways related to everything else. Distinctions are products of our activities
within the relations of co-existence.

 

4. Modernity as a caste system

You are probably familiar with the feminist critique of the naturalization of
female roles. In modernity, men have been equaled with the autonomous
subject, with power, with culture, with reason and intelligence. However,
women were located at the other, and inferior side of the corresponding
dualisms, which is: dependency, weakness, nature, desires, small minds and
so on. These sides of modern thinking may be represented by a series of
associations:

Fig. 8: Scheme of associations constituting phallogocentrism.

It represents a context of domination which favours the male and the logos.
Therefore it is called "phallogocentrism". We have to be aware that this is not a
strange idea, but simply a representation of modern power relations! Now, we
can easily extend the chain of associations. And in addition to this, we can
introduce this series into Latour's scheme:



Fig. 9: Phallogocentrism - the modern caste system.

So we end up with a hierarchy of three purified spheres. On the top, and in the
powerful position, we have the male logos. The female nature is set inferior, but
it plays at least a complementary role. And the third position is ignored or even
denied. It is reserved for the impure creatures, the parias, the bastards, the
slaves, who do all the important work.

From an anthropological point of view, this is a nice caste system. However,
from within the system such a description is hardly acceptible, because it
challenges and deligitimizes the existing order. This reveals the socio-political
relevance of a-modern or relational perspectives.

 

5. Toward a general form of relational thinking

We are now well aware of the traps of a strict dualism. But pretending that
everything is related and connected to everything else, raises the question,
how we can distinguish things from each other. Or with other words: How can
we avoid the traps of holism? We may tackle this problem by distinguishing
external and internal relations:

Fig. 10: External and internal relations.

A | B

external relation

A <-> B

internal relation



 

Within an external relation an "A" and a "B" are mutually indipendent. They are
autonomous, they have an identity of their own. We usually employ external
relations to express a difference between units. On the other side, internal
relations express a mutual dependency. A and B define each other. There is
no way to talk about A without refering to B. A mother, for instance, is only a
mother, if there is also a child. Usually we describe kinship, friendship,
ecological relations, self-refering systems and certain networks by internal
relations.

However, each of these two forms is only of limited utility value. External
relations cannot say anything about the common frame that has to be there in
order to be able to distinguish two things. On the other side, internal relations
do not tell us anything about how to distinguish between A and B. They just let
us know, that we cannot define A and B independently.

Fig. 11: Observation (in relational terms).

observation =
A | B
––––

A <-> B

   difference
= ------------
   dimension

 

To make a long story short: Neither external nor internal relations are on their
own sufficient instruments to represent the world, and they cannot substitue
each other. Rather, they complement each other. Generally speaking, internal
relations provide the possibility to draw a distinction or to realize an
observation. Or we may see internal relations as the dimension, that offers the
possibility to express differences. The concept of fruit, for instance, provides
us the possibilities to distinguish between apples, peers and many others.

But of course, we also have to distinguish fruit from other things in the world. If
we speek of fruit, we do not actualize the difference between apples and
peers, but only the one between fruit and other items or classes. When we use
either internal or external relations, we always hide the other side. To accept
this complementary relation of internal and external relations means to be
aware of the excluded third, to be aware of the blind spot, to be aware of the
hybrids below the horizontal bar, to be aware of the quicksand and so on. We
can now generalize Latours scheme:

Fig. 12: A-modernity quite simplistically.

A-modernity =
nature | culture
------------------- =
hybrids

purification
-------------- =
combination

white | yellow
---------------- etc.
chick



This is a-modernity as simple as I am able to put it. For me this kind of thinking
has become quite normal. I feel like a chick that has made it through the shell
of the egg. Everything is out of white and yellow, everything has its roots in
modernity, and yet it is something different.

 

6. Toward "newspeak"

A-modern approaches and relational thinking reject the idea of transcendental
categories. There are no pure nature or culture. But if human interactions
necessarily involve many other non-human things and living beings, we can no
longer regard society as a kind of container for purely human affairs. More
precise: Nothing can be excluded from society a priori!

Therefore, the starting point for all social scientific reasoning is the whole of
existence. Within this whole we begin our work of differentiation, according to
our goals and relevances, and we have to keep these selections in mind.

Fig. 13: From society as container to society as structures of co-existence.

Consequently, society is no longer a container of human activities. Rather
society refers to qualities and structures of the network of co-existence, in so
far as they are relevant for the observer! There are as many concepts of
society as there are research interests. The notion is not defined by its content
exclusively, but rather by the context of its use. There is no right or wrong
meaning of society, but only claims of validity for certain concepts within a
specific context of application.

What I said about society is equally true for any other notion. Their meaning is
always related to some praxis. They are instruments to solve problems of
social coordination. And their validity has to be examined in respect of their
use. It is this context of actions, which determines the relevances or the
relations, which allow us to draw distinctions.

So we can understand now the dichotomy of nature and culture as a solution
to the problem that bothered already Descartes. We have to deal with the
circumstance, that we want to treat certain parts of the world as a deterministic
nexus, but others as a realm of human choice. We still have the same problem
today, but we do not want to solve it the modern way! Instead of defining two
ontological realms, we modernists accept that we may mean different things
with the same words, depending on the situation.

We use the notions of culture and nature in order to solve a problem of
attribution. If something happens, it is of great importance for us human beings
to know, if this was caused by human beings or by other forces. Only human
beings may have a responsability, only they may be able to explain, why this
happened, only they may listen to our words.



Policies of demarcation Policies of co-existence

Separated areas for nature and cultureCommon life-space

Monocultures Mixed cultures

Efficiency per area Intelligent relations

Mashines, chemistry, genetics Living creatures, interactions

Example:
solar panels

Example:
sustainable forestry

Protection of species by reserves Creation of common life-space by
utilization

Control the dynamics of nature Work with the dynamics of non-human
beings

etc. etc.

 

This is of high relevance for sustainable development, because the use is itself
the guarantee for the sustainability of the structure. It is so to say no longer
economy against ecology, but rather ecology by economy and vice versa.

This principle is not new. It has been used in forestry. In Switzerland, the
forest is a purified category of land use. There is either forest or something
else but nothing inbetween. However, within the forest there rules another
regime. Forests should not only provide a sustainable output of wood, but also
protect against avalanches and falling rocks. In addition, they should serve as
recreation areas and biotopes for endangered species. All these services are
mainly achieved by an intelligent use of wood. And of course, these services
cannot be paid by selling the wood. Rather they have to be sold as services to
the communities.

I cannot see, why such principles of land use should be restricted to certain
types of areas. Couldn't they represent a kind of blueprint for the change from
a modern ecological regime towards an a-modern one?


